On 4th December, landmines caused ten deaths. Clashes in the area of Akrebish resulted in the death of three people.

GHADAMIS
On 3rd December, DTM is monitoring an increase in migrants entering Libya via Ghadamis. The main nationalities observed are Nigerien, Malian, Senegalese and Nigerian.

BANI WALI EED
On 4th December, the Muhalla Tinay Al Wadi, a group of migrants were reported to have been attacked. They were exposed to assault, theft and were forced to abandon their properties.

The Event Tracker is part of IOM Libya’s Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) programme. DTM is a suite of tools that provide a comprehensive articulation of Libya’s human mobility patterns. The Event Tracker is a biweekly tool collecting and triangulating information on the whole of Libya on any incidents related to IDPs, returnees and migrants, especially in regards to large population movements updates on border closures and new routes. For more information visit www.globaldtm.info/libya.